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ABSTRACT: Identification of the active centers dynamically stable under the
reaction condition is of paramount importance but challenging because of the
limited knowledge of steady-state chemistry on catalysts at the atomic level.
Herein, focusing on the Fe2O3 catalyst for the selective catalytic reduction of
NO with NH3 (NH3-SCR) as a model system, we reveal quantitatively the self-
evolving Fe3+@Fe2+ (∼1:1) double-centers under the in-situ condition by the
first-principles microkinetic simulations, which enables the accurate prediction
of the optimal industry operating temperature (590 K). The cooperation of this
double-center achieves the self-optimization of catalytic activity and rationalizes
the intrinsic origin of Fe2O3 catalyzing NH3-SCR at middle-high temperatures
instead of high temperatures. Our findings demonstrate the atomic-level self-
evolution of active sites and the dynamically adjusted activity variation of the
catalyst under the in-situ condition during the reaction process and provide
insights into the reaction mechanism and catalyst optimization.
KEYWORDS: dynamically evolving active center, activity self-optimization, reaction mechanism, NH3-SCR, Fe2O3 catalyst

■ INTRODUCTION
Active centers on catalysts could be dynamically changing
during the in-situ reaction process and essentially determine
the real catalytic activity.1−5 To resolve how they evolve and
affect the catalytic activity is critical to understand the reaction
mechanism and direct the catalyst design.6−11 However, it is
very challenging to give an explicit microscopic evolution
picture of active centers or accurately identify the active
centers even with the advanced experimental techniques. In
this respect, the determination of active sites on the reducible
metal oxides has long been a typical endeavor because of their
rich redox behaviors. Hereinto, Fe2O3 as an environmental-
friendly and easily available material has drawn particular
attention in the past decades. Particularly, Fe2O3-based
catalysts exhibit superior performance at middle-high temper-
atures (200∼400 °C, the optimal operating one Topt ≈ 600 K)
instead of high temperatures for the selective catalytic
reduction of NO with NH3 (NH3-SCR: 4NH3 + 4NO + O2
→ 4N2 + 6H2O),12−21 which is an advanced technology to
eliminate nitrogen oxides.22−25

However, because of the variable valences of Fe, the issue of
what are the active centers of Fe2O3 for NH3-SCR is still
controversial. Zhang and co-workers reported that the NO
conversion is proportional to the concentration of Fe3+
sites,12,16 while it was also suggested to be related with Fe2+
sites, as the NH3 dissociation could reduce Fe3+ sites.13,15 In
principle, in the real process, Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites on the Fe2O3
catalyst could dynamically interconvert, which is determined

by the competition between the H accumulation and removal
processes and could reach a particular distribution at the
steady state and affects the real NH3-SCR activity. However,
there is no general consensus on what their quantitative
distribution pattern is or which one (Fe3+ vs Fe2+) is the real
active center of the Fe2O3 catalyst for NH3-SCR. Fundamen-
tally, the activity and mechanism of Fe3+and Fe2+ sites for
NH3-SCR need to be clarified, including their roles in three
key processes, that is, NH3 adsorption/dissociation, NH2NO
formation/conversion, and O2-assisted H removal (Figure
1a).7

Moreover, as a result of the limited mechanistic under-
standing and the difficulty to locate real active sites, the
intrinsic origin of the balanced Topt has never been explained,
although abundant studies for NH3-SCR on Fe2O3 catalysts
have been carried out.14−18 To provide a theoretical basis for
understanding and optimizing Fe2O3-based catalysts for NH3-
SCR, there are three key questions to be answered: (i) What
are the natural active centers of the Fe2O3 catalyst for NH3-
SCR? How do they dynamically evolve in the real reaction? (ii)
What is the reaction mechanism of NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3
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catalyst? (iii) What is the kinetic origin that Fe2O3 exhibits a
superior activity around Topt ≈ 600 K?
Herein, we established a sophisticated dual-site microkinetic

model with extensive density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, which enables to describe the time-dependent
interconversion of Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites on α-Fe2O3(001) and
incorporate systematically the elementary steps of NH3-SCR
on each site. Our results demonstrate the crucial role of
dynamic evolving Fe3+@Fe2+ double-centers that can interest-
ingly achieve the self-optimization of catalytic activity of Fe2O3

and rationalize the origin of its superior activity for NH3-SCR
at middle-high temperatures, while the single Fe3+ sites on the

pristine Fe2O3 catalyst cannot correctly describe the reaction
behavior of NH3-SCR.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mechanism and Activity on Fe3+ Sites for NH3-SCR
To begin with, we carried out systematic DFT calculations to
explore the mechanism of NH3-SCR on the α-Fe2O3(001)
surface. Fe2O3(001) is terminated by unsaturated Fe3+ sites
bound by three lattice oxygens (Ol) as shown in Figure 1b,
which constitute the initial active centers. The distance
between two adjacent Fe sites is long (5.060 Å), showing
that each Fe site is isolated as a [Fe−Ol] unit (Figure 1b), and
one can thus speculate that the direct intermediate diffusion

Figure 1. (a) Three main subprocesses in NH3-SCR. (b) Top view of the optimized structure of Fe2O3(001) and adsorption structures of NH3,
NO, and O2 on Fe3+ sites, respectively. (c) Scheme for NH3 dissociation and NH2NO formation on the Fe3+ site, in which TS1 and TS2 are the
transition states of NH3 dissociation assisted by Ol from the adjacent [Fe−Ol] (orange atom) and its own of [Fe−Ol] (olive atoms), respectively.
(d) Energy profile for the MvK pathway for the H removal process on Fe2O3(001), the corresponding detailed reaction pathway are shown by
Scheme S1 and the related transition states are shown in Figure S6.

Figure 2. (a) Activity variation of NH3-SCR on the Fe3+ site, where the logarithms of TOFs were plotted as a function of temperature. (b) Bader
charge analysis of Fe2O3(001) with H covered. (c) Adsorption energies of important species (NH3, NH2, O2) on Fe3+ (blue) and Fe2+ sites
(orange). (d) Energy profiles of NH3 dissociation on Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites. (e) Energy of transferred H stabilizing NH2 on the Fe3+ site, for example,
[NH2−Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH] → [NH2−Fe−OlH]@[Fe−Ol]. (f) Fundamental rules of Fe2O3(001) for catalyzing NH3-SCR.
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among Fe sites could be inhibited. First, on the pristine
Fe2O3(001), Fe3+ sites prefer to bond with NH3 ([NH3−Fe−
Ol]) instead of the other two reactants NO and O2 (Eads =
−1.18 eV vs −0.74 eV vs −0.35 eV, Figure 1b), indicating that
NH3 activation on the Fe3+ site is the starting step to trigger
NH3-SCR. As shown in Figure 1c, we identified that in the
NH3 dissociation, [NH3−Fe−Ol] kinetically tends to disso-
ciate by Ol on the adjacent [Fe−Ol] unit instead of its own Ol:

E

NH Fe O Fe O

NH Fe O @ Fe O H ,

0.74 eV

3 l l

2 l l a

[ ] + [ ]

[ ] [ ]

= (R1)

ENH Fe O NH Fe O H , 0.86 eV3 l 2 l a[ ] [ ] =
(R2)

This implies that the adjacent [Fe−Ol] unit is favored to
break the N−H bond in *NH3, which can be ascribed to more
matched bonding orientation and thus the less sterically
strained NH2···H···Ol bond at the transition state (see TS2 vs
TS1 in Figure 1c). Notably, the further decomposition of
*NH2 is unfavorable due to the substantially increased effective
barrier of the overall process (Figure S2). Second, the formed
*NH2 can couple with the gaseous NO to form NH2NO (ΔH
= −2.38 eV, Figure S4), which is a key intermediate fulfilling
the N−N bond linkage and can further convert into N2 and
H2O easily by the hydrogen push−pull mechanism (Figure
S5).7,26,27 Third, for weak O2 adsorption on the Fe3+ site (Eads
= −0.35 eV), the removal of H species from Fe2O3(001)
preferentially follows the Mars-van Krevelen pathway (MvK,
Figure 1d).7,26 More details for the NH3-SCR process on the
pristine Fe2O3(001) are discussed in Notes S1−S3.
With the energetic data on Fe3+ site, the activity trend of

NH3-SCR on the pristine Fe2O3(001) surface at different
temperatures (300 K < T < 1000 K) was examined by the
kinetic simulation (Figure 2a, see method details in Note S4).
The results show that the N2 formation rate can reach the
optimal value (∼10−6 site−1 s−1) only at a high temperature of
∼820 K, which does not conform to the real middle-high
temperature of ∼600 K in experiments.14−18 At 600 K, the N2
formation rate on the pristine Fe2O3 is low, only 3.84 × 10−8

site−1 s−1, implying that NH3-SCR is hardly catalyzed at
middle-high temperatures by Fe2O3 with only Fe3+ sites. The
origin of such a low rate can be traced to difficult coupling of
NO and *NH2 on the Fe3+ site from the microkinetic
simulation (Note S5).

NH3-SCR on Fe2O3(001) with Fe2+ Sites Involved

In the realistic NH3-SCR, the presence of H species from NH3
dissociation and NH2NO conversion could reduce Fe3+ sites to
Fe2+ ones (i.e., [Fe−Ol] → [Fe−OlH]),13,15 as verified by the
Bader charge analysis (Figure 2b). Then, the NH3-SCR
process on the Fe2+ site was also examined. In comparison with
the Fe3+ site, although the NH3 dehydrogenation on Fe2+
assisted by adjacent [Fe−Ol] is easier at a lower barrier (Ea =
0.40 eV) and becomes thermodynamically favorable (Figure
2d), the adsorption of NH3 on the Fe2+ site becomes much
weaker (Eads = −1.18 eV vs −0.57 eV, Figure 2c). Thus, the
NH3 dehydrogenation on Fe2+ sites could be unfeasible
compared with that on Fe3+ sites kinetically. Nevertheless,
there is a much-enhanced NH2 bonding on the Fe2+ site
([NH2−Fe−OlH]) than on the Fe3+ one (Eads = −2.35 eV vs
−1.58 eV, Figure 2c). This implies that the [NH2−Fe−Ol]
intermediate could be stabilized into [NH2−Fe−OlH] if H
species diffusion can occur ([NH2−Fe−Ol] + [Fe−OlH] →
[NH2−Fe−OlH] + [Fe−Ol]), which corresponds to a
stabilization energy of ΔGs(H) = −0.36 eV. Moreover, this
H diffusion to stabilize NH2 only needs to overcome a low
barrier of 0.19 eV (Figure 2e). These results support the
feasible formation of [NH2−Fe−OlH], facilitating the *NH2
and NO coupling step by increasing the coverage of NH2. In
addition, the O2 adsorption on the Fe2+ site is also promoted
compared with that on the Fe3+ site (Eads = −0.84 eV vs −0.35
eV), which can create a new feasible H removal pathway, that
is, the Langmuir−Hinshelwood (L-H) pathway (Figure S7),
promoting the H removal process.
By comparing the above energetics on the Fe3+ and Fe2+

sites, we can find some fundamental rules on the Fe2O3 catalyst
for NH3-SCR (Figure 2f): (i) the Fe3+ site is preferred for the
NH3 adsorption and dissociation into *NH2 but is unfavoured
for converting *NH2 into NH2NO and capturing O2 for H
species removal and (ii) the Fe2+ site helps stabilize NH2 and
contributes to NH2NO formation, and promotes O2
adsorption and thus the H removal process by the L-H
pathway.
Kinetic Analysis on the Fe3+@Fe2+ Double-Center

Under the in situ condition, the Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites on Fe2O3
can be interconverted by H accumulation and removal, leading
to the complicated distribution of Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites. It is
challenging to quantitatively determine their coverage and
catalytic contribution. Because of the limitation of the
traditional microkinetic model in describing dynamically varied

Figure 3. (a) Microkinetic model diagram of NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3 surface. (b) Active trend of NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3 catalyst, in which the
logarithm of TOF was plotted as a function of temperature. (c) Coverage trends of Fe3+ and Fe2+sites on Fe2O3, in which the logarithm of
coverages was plotted as a function of temperature. (d) Variation of the degree of rate control (XRC) of different rate-limiting steps as a function of
temperature.
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active centers on catalysts surface, here, we constructed a dual-
site microkinetic model for NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3 catalyst,
which can describe the variations of Fe3+ and Fe2+ active sites
during the reaction process. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure
3a, this kinetic model for NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3 catalyst
contains the following features. (i) This model regards the
isolated Fe3+ or Fe2+ sites as two individual active sites for
NH3-SCR and particularly allows the adjacent Fe3+ and Fe2+
sites as an effective unit (donated as [Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH]).
This approach can provide the way to describe the reaction
steps occurring on the dual sites, especially for the elementary
step with the variable active sites involved, for example, [NH2−
Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH] → [NH2−Fe−OlH]@[Fe−Ol]. (ii) The
H species diffusion event between the lattice O is explicitly
included, while the direct species diffusion between Fe3+ and
Fe2+ sites is prevented because of the long distance between
them. (iii) When H species in [Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH] is diffused
away, the [Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH] unit converts into the
individual Fe2+ and Fe3+ ones (i.e., [Fe−Ol]@[Fe−OlH] →
[Fe−Ol] + [Fe−OlH]); such a strategy helps to achieve the
self-regulation of the distributions of Fe2+ and Fe3+ sites and
their synergy. Accordingly, we constructed the NH3-SCR
microkinetic model on Fe2O3 (Table S4) and explored the
activity trend of NH3-SCR on Fe2O3 at different temperatures
(300 K < T < 1000 K, see details in Note S6).
As shown in Figure 3b, Fe2O3 reaches the maximum activity

at the temperature of 590 K. It should be emphasized that this
predicted optimal temperature well agrees with the optimum
experimental temperature range (∼600 K) for NH3-SCR on
Fe2O3-based catalysts.12−21 Around this optimal temperature
(Topt = 590 K), the ratio of θ(Fe3+) and θ(Fe2+) approaches
about 1:1 at the steady state (Figure 3c), illustrating the
existence of Fe3+@Fe2+ double-centers on the Fe2O3 catalyst in
NH3-SCR. Noticeably, with the Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center
involved, the obtained reaction rate (3.59 × 10−4 site−1 s−1)
is well consistent with the rate reported in the experiment
(∼10−4 site−1 s−1).12

To further probe the self-evolution of Fe3+@Fe2+ double-
centers, we carried out the time-dependent ODE (ordinary
differential equation) simulation of NH3-SCR on Fe2O3 at 590
K. As can be seen from Figure 4a, as NH3-SCR proceeds from t
= 0 s, the surface Fe3+ sites are gradually reduced by the H

species to Fe2+ sites, resulting in the decrease of θ(Fe3+) (≈0.9
ML) at about t = 0.09 s; at this time, the reaction reaches the
second steady state, and the formed Fe2+ sites are covered by
OH species. As NH3-SCR further progresses to t = 4.0 s, the
surface Fe3+ sites are reduced to Fe2+ sites, and the reaction
reaches the final steady state at t = 1000 s, which corresponds
to the presence of the induction period. Under this final steady
state condition, about half Fe3+ sites are reduced to Fe2+ ones,
showing the existence of Fe3+@Fe2+ double-centers (θ(Fe3+) =
0.45 ML, θ(Fe2+) = 0.47 ML) and demonstrating that the self-
evolving Fe3+@Fe2+ double-centers are the real active sites of
the Fe2O3 catalyst for NH3-SCR.
After comparing the rate of each elementary step of NH3-

SCR on Fe2O3 at the optimal temperature of 590 K (Table
S4), we can ascertain the real NH3-SCR mechanism on the
Fe2O3(001) catalyst with the Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center
involved (Figure 4b). First, NH3 prefers to adsorb and
dissociate into *NH2 on the Fe3+ site, while the adjacent Fe2+
unit tends to transfer the H back to [NH2−Fe−Ol]; such a
back-and-forth shuttling mechanism ensures a low-barrier
process and stabilizes *NH2, largely contributing to the
NH2NO formation. Second, NH2NO easily converts into N2
and H2O, following the hydrogen push−pull mechanism on
the Fe2+ site. Third, by virtue of the Fe2+ site, O2 adsorption
can be enhanced and constitute an alternative L-H pathway in
addition to the dominant MvK pathway to remove H species
from the surface. The energy profile for the optimal
mechanism is shown in Figure S10. Following this mechanism,
the NO elimination rate can reach a maximum value of 3.59 ×
10−4 site−1 s−1 at Topt = 590 K, which is nearly 102 times the
optimal one at about 820 K (vs 1.59 × 10−6 site−1 s−1) and 104
times larger than that at experimental temperature 600 K (vs
3.84 × 10−8 site−1 s−1) on the pristine Fe2O3(001) surface.
These results indicate that, with the self-evolution of Fe3+@
Fe2+ double-center of Fe2O3, its activity can be self-promoted,
and the reaction condition is self-adjusted to lower operating
temperature.
Origins of the Self-Optimized Performance of the
Fe3+@Fe2+ Double-Center for NH3-SCR
Now, a remaining question is to resolve the intrinsic origin of
the self-optimizing reaction condition and activity on the
Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center. To this end, we conducted the

Figure 4. (a) Coverage trends of the main species in NH3-SCR. (b) Mechanism of NH3-SCR on the Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center. (c) Projected
densities of states (PDOS) of the d orbital for the Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites, and the charge density difference of NH2 on Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites, in which
yellow and green indicate the electron accumulation and depletion, respectively.
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degree of rate control (XRC) analysis, and found that the *NH2
and NO coupling step is always rate-determining on either
Fe3+ sites or Fe3+@Fe2+ double-centers at middle-high
temperatures (Figure 3d, see details in Notes S5 and S6).
The energy profile of NH3-SCR also verifies that the transition
state of *NH2 and NO coupling step locates at the highest
position (Figure S11). Therefore, the effective barrier, which
determines the overall rate of NH3-SCR on the Fe3+ site and
Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center, can be respectively written as
follows:

E G E(Fe ) (NH NH ) (NH NO)a
3

dis 3 2 a 2= ++
(1)

E G

G E

(Fe @Fe ) (NH

NH ) (H) (NH NO)
a

3 2
dis 3

2 s a 2

=

+ +

+ +

(2)

where Ea(NH2NO) is the barrier of *NH2 coupling with NO,
and ΔGs(H) is the stabilization energy for *NH2 on the Fe3+@
Fe2+ double-center relative to the Fe3+ site. ΔGdis(NH3 →
NH2) is the free energy change of NH3 adsorption/
dissociation on the Fe3+ site:

G G

H E T S

H

(NH NH ) (NH )

( NH NH ) (NH )

( NH NH )

dis 3 2 ads 3

dis 3 2 ads 3

dis 3 2

=

+ * = *

+ * (3)

in which Gads(NH3) is the adsorption free energy of NH3, S is
the entropy of the NH3 molecule at given T, and ΔHdis(*NH3
→ NH2) is the enthalpy change of *NH3 dissociation on the
Fe3+ sites. Accordingly, by comparing Ea(Fe3+) and Ea(Fe3+@
Fe2+), one can obtain the main determining factors behind
their difference:

E E

T S T S G

(Fe ) (Fe @Fe )

(Fe @Fe ) (Fe ) (H)
a

3
a

3 2

3 2 3
s= * *

+ + +

+ + +
(4)

The following insights are evident by analyzing these
equations: (i) At a given temperature, Ea(Fe3+) is larger than
Ea(Fe3+@Fe2+) because of the presence of the negative
ΔGs(H) term (−0.36 eV), thus leading to the self-promoting
NH3-SCR activity of Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center relative to that
of Fe3+ sites. (ii) When Ea(Fe3+) is equal to Ea(Fe3+@Fe2+), the
lower temperature is required for NH3-SCR on Fe3+@Fe2+
double-centers, that is, T*S(Fe3+@Fe2+) < T*S(Fe3+). It is
clear that the ΔGs(H) term on the self-evolving Fe3+@
Fe2+double-center, that is the stabilization of *NH2 on the Fe3+
site by the electron-donating effect of H transferred from the
adjacent Fe2+ sites that results in the higher-energy-level
electron (Figure 4c), is the intrinsic origin of Fe2O3 with self-
optimized activity at lower temperatures instead of high
temperatures in the realistic NH3-SCR.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we explored the dynamic evolution of the active
centers of the Fe2O3 catalyst for NH3-SCR and quantitatively
revealed the self-evolving Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center under the
in-situ condition. With the cooperation of the Fe3+@Fe2+
double-center, the catalytic activity and reaction temperature
of Fe2O3 for NH3-SCR can be self-optimized; the predicted
optimal operating temperature (590 K) is perfectly in
accordance with the adopted condition (∼600 K) in industry.
More importantly, the intrinsic origin of the self-promotion

effect of this Fe3+@Fe2+ double-center for NH3-SCR was
rationalized, in which the Fe2+ site largely stabilizes *NH2 from
the NH3 dissociation on the Fe3+ site, accelerating the rate-
determining NH2NO formation. Beyond the usually relatively
“macroscopic” observations for catalyst’s dynamic evolution,
such as the particle growth, morphology variation, and
reconstruction, this work demonstrates an atomic-level self-
evolution of active centers and the dynamically adjusted
activity variation under the in-situ condition, which could not
only provide a fundamental understanding of the catalytic
mechanism but also be a key to optimize catalysts for the
reaction.

■ METHODS

DFT Calculation Method
The spin-polarized density functional calculation, using the Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional win the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA),28 was performed with the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).29 The electron-ion interaction was
treated with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method,30 and
the valence electronic states were expanded in a plane-wave cutoff
energy of 450 eV. The Broyden method was employed for geometry
optimization until the force on each atom of the model was less than
0.05 eV/Å. α-Fe2O3 (hematite) is crystallized in the hexagonal
structure (see Figure S1a), and the (001) surface as the growing
surface is usually one of the most exposed and active facets,31−33

which was thus selected to explore the NH3-SCR process on α-Fe2O3
catalysts. The α-Fe2O3 (001) surface was modeled by a 12-layer slab
model with a vacuum of 15 Å in the z-direction. During the structural
optimization, the bottom six layers were fixed, and the top six layers
and the adsorbates on surface were completely relaxed. Correspond-
ingly, a 2 × 1 × 1 k-point mesh was used. The constrained
optimization scheme was used to search the transition states.34 To
well describe the strongly correlated Fe-3d electrons of α-Fe2O3, the
DFT + U approach with the on-site Coulomb correction included was
used. A Hubbard-like term Ueff = 4.0 eV (U = 5.0 eV and J = 1.0 eV)
for Fe (3d) was adopted, which could reproduce the bulk lattice
parameter band gap and magnet moment of α-Fe2O3.

35−37 Addition-
ally, it has been noted that α-Fe2O3 is the antiferromagnetic state;
thus, an antiferromagnetic helical spin arrangement (“+ + − −”) was
adopted in our calculation (see Figure S1b), where “+” and “−”
represent spin up and spin down, respectively.37,38 The adsorption
energies of adsorbates were calculated with Eads(X) = Ex/surf − Esurf −
Ex, where Ex, Esurf, and Ex/surf are the total energies of adsorbates (X)
in the gas phase, the clean surface, and the optimized surface with
adsorbed X, respectively. The more negative Eads means the stronger
interaction between X and the surface.
Dual-Site Microkinetic Model
The traditional microkinetic model focuses on the single-site
system,39,40 in which the species diffusions are considered as fast
steps and not explicitly involved and can hardly describe the catalytic
system with dynamically varied active centers. Here, we proposed a
dual-site microkinetic model, which can describe the variations of
active sites during the reaction process. In this microkinetic model,
except for the common isolated active centers on catalyst, the active
center pair constituted by different active sites, for example, Fe3+@
Fe2+ double-center reported here, can also be considered, which helps
describe the reaction steps occurring on the dual-sites, especially for
the synergetic role with the variable active sties involved. The specific
dual-site microkinetic model for NH3-SCR on the Fe2O3 catalyst is
discussed in detail in the main text and Supporting Information. Here,
the microkinetic simulation was carried out with our developed
CATKINAS package,41−43 in which the free energy change (ΔG) of
each elementary step was considered. In the microkinetic analysis, the
entropy effects have been considered to estimate the Gibbs free
energy change (ΔG) of the elementary step according to ΔG = ΔH −
TΔS. Regarding the entropy effect term (TΔS), for the surface
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reactions with no adsorption/desorption, the entropies of the surface
species are typically small and can also be largely canceled between
the initial state and the transition state or the final state;44−46 for the
adsorption/desorption processes, the large entropy contribution of
gaseous molecules (TΔS), including the vibrational, rotational, and
translational entropies, have to be considered to estimate ΔG at a
given temperature, which were obtained with the experimental
values.47
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